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Introduce yourself!

Tuesday

This week’s event is the second of our three We invite all WCC members to send in a
projected digital image club competitions brief introduction and some favourite
throughout the season. Our guest judge is photos when joining for our Meet the
Michael Krier MA(Photo) ARPS AFIAP, and Members feature; thanks to those of you
we

look forward to his constructive who have already done so! Of course, your

feedback

and

thoughtful

insights

on news and photos are always welcome…

members’ images.

Contemporary Group

Don’t forget to sign up for the mail lists for

the various groups (and of course for
The latest CPG newsletter is now on the Photonews!). Do explore the members’
club website.
area of the website; there’s lots of useful
information and services for you.
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CrownGate Exhibition
Don’t

forget

the

deadline

for

the

CrownGate exhibition prints is this Tuesday
- you still have time to print off and mount
one, or to have a dive in the archive and find
a contribution! Full details including label
forma are in the 15 October newsletter

Can you help?
From Signs and Symbols by Stewart Bourne ARPS

Flipboard magazine

(see page 2).

Don’t forget that we are still looking for Do let Paul know if you would like to show
additional help with the technical team; if a print or two.
you can help out at all, please talk to Alan.
The more help, the less the individual load Help with set-up on Wednesday 14
- remember, we rely totally on the team!
November would be greatly appreciated
There are other opportunities too - please (meet at 10am and again, please let Paul
see Paul or any committee member for know).
more info.
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Meet the Committee - Alan Yeates, Equipment Manager
Having been a casual (holidays and family snaps) photographer for many years, the ready availability of digital
cameras in the early part of this century(!), and the means to process my own images, made me want to do more.
I bought a Nikon DSLR and joined the club in 2006. With help and guidance from established club members I
eventually produced a successful LRPS panel in 2010.
By now I had become involved in helping with the equipment and other technical aspects of the club. Although
having worked in IT, and using Apple computers at home, I had never previously worked with PCs, projectors, or
sound equipment – it was simply a matter of getting stuck in. Having assisted Richard Wood, Douglas Gregor, Dave Dewson, and Henry
Tomsett, I took over as Equipment Manager in 2017.
The role includes ensuring the club has the technical equipment it needs to function, along with any associated software, and of course,
maintaining it, updating it, and making it available on club nights, both Tuesdays and Thursdays. I also assist the internal competition
secretary by maintaining and running the Film Free Projection (FFP) application. I am helped by a great technical team in Paul Dewdney
and Paul Minshull, sadly Henry and Harry passing away this year.
For my own photography, having used Nikon for many years, I recently swapped over to Olympus with the OMD E-M1 mk2. I process my
images on an Apple iMac through Lightroom CC, and occasionally Photoshop. I print on an Epson SC P600.
I enjoy mainly pictorial subjects - landscape, flowers, buildings, aircraft. Here are a few examples…

Birmingham Library, Trees in snow
Graphic Tree, Brixham Harbour
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Alan Yeates LRPS
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Congratulations!
Hearty WCC congratulations to Jeff Steady LRPS!
Jeff says: I am pleased to say that I was successful at the LRPS assessment day on Tuesday. I’ve had a huge
amount of help and encouragement from the club since joining and I would like to say a big thank you.
Martin Addison steered me through the LRPS preparation process and also Judy Knights, when Martin was
away, but there were also a number of others who have been a part of the process and I appreciate them all.

Distinctions

If Jeff’s well-deserved success has inspired you to have a go, find out more about
photographic distinctions on the club website or check out the RPS distinction and PAGB
award pages directly. If you want to work your way towards a distinction, don’t forget the
club diploma scheme!
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John Burrows DPAGB BPE2 - fond memories
John’s passing came as a great shock to me. Over the 19 years I
knew him I found John to be a kind and caring person, always
prepared to help anybody. Even though we oft disagreed
about Club issues (giving rise to some of his infamous hourlong phone calls!) it was never with any animosity.
I have many fond memories of photographic outings with John,
which were always good fun and sometimes revealed some
surprising facts about him. For instance, how many members
know John had a passion for motorcycles and that he owned a
big powerful shiny beast of a machine and even in recent
times would occasionally don his leathers to hit the high road?

I recall one visit to a motorcycle show where he couldn’t resist saddling up on one of the exhibits to get a better composition, as shown
below.
John was a good friend and I shall miss him, as I believe, will the Club.
Richard Wood DPAGB
John, Richard and Malcolm at WCC, 2010
Getting Down To It, 2014

Easy Rider!

At Stow Horse Fair, 2010

At Stokesay Castle, 2006
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More than just a job…
I’d like to add the following tributes to John Burrows DPAGB BPE2 among the many memories being shared at this sad time.
I was intending to run a 'From the Archives' series again in the newsletter this season, knowing that John could always be relied on to find
items of interest about our long history, and had kept up the tradition of maintaining meticulous archives for the club so well over recent
years. This was a real labour of love, I think, and carried on generally unseen except when the programme had space for John to bring
along some of the archives to share at meetings. I always found it fascinating to browse the documents and scrapbooks of the club’s
history and chart its development from the original tricycling club Incarnation! Without the efforts of John and his predecessors, so much
of this would have been lost. He tried valiantly to keep a really representative
history, from trying to ensure a copy of the ‘traditional’ group picture from
every phototrip organiser, to club documentation, press cuttings and much
more.
Not only that, but when the committee or club needed information, or even
when enquiries came in from the public, such as a fairly recent one from a
relative of Arthur Woodley, John would take the trouble to search the
extensive archives and provide a detailed response.
As I prepare this edition of the newsletter I still have in my desk a CD
from 2015 with John’s meticulously researched and informative
presentation to mark the 125th anniversary of WCC.
We have been fortunate in having John not only as archivist but as a
champion for MCPF and the PAGB within the club; he often
encouraged and supported members in achieving PAGB distinctions.
In the year when, as Chair, I issued a 'Have a go' challenge to club
members, to do something new, whether distinctions, a 365
project or just trying out something new, I know there were quite
a few members who took up the PAGB gauntlet primarily thanks
to John’s efforts and ready support, and I think we reached record
numbers of members with distinctions of all sorts.
He was also the club Chairman in the year Stewart and I first came to the club as visitors some
ten years ago, and as Bob noted, has undertaken most of the committee roles over the many years of his
membership. With all of those roles, Stewart and I are sure that it was always more than ‘just a job’ for John, and we have benefited from
that greatly as a club.
We at WCC are much the poorer for his passing. Our deepest sympathy goes to Anne, another valued ‘stalwart’ of the Club, and to all the
family.
Ruth Bourne LRPS and Stewart Bourne ARPS

Sacred Heart (detail) taken by John on a WCC
phototrip

Archive pictures by John
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Funeral
John's funeral will take place on Thursday 29 November at 11 am at St John's Parish Church.

Seat at Pitchcroft, John Burrows DPAGB BPE2

Dates for the diary
If Mark's talk last week fired you up for all 4 dates in Feb 2019 (Book early as all 2018
things starry, this 15 November event in sold out) Candlelit tours of the Back-toHallow may be of interest.

backs in Birmingham

14 November Clent Hills NT ramble (5 22 Nov Worcester Christmas lights switchmiles) book here.

on

15 Nov RPS Central talk. - Leigh Preston at 22 Nov Croome After Dark walk (book)
Smethwick. .
24 Nov Floating Market in Brum
17 November Top Of The World Tours Not
for the faint-hearted Anderton Boat lift 24 Nov Coughton Court Christmas
(Cheshire)

(See also 25 November boat

trip for a less arduous event!)

24 Nov Malvern lights switch-on

17 November WWT Craft Fair at Lower 24-25

November

NEC

Comic

Con Polar bear and cub , polar bear and red stag by

Smite Farm. Why not combine some Birmingham No shortage of photo-opps!

Barrie Glover ARPS DPAGB BPE3 WSDP2

seasonal shopping with a wander round the
farm and garden?

Competitions &
exhibitions

Also on at NEC 24-25 Nov Warley Model
Railway national exhibition

17 & 18 November, Ashmolean, Oxford
One World Festival

29 Nov - 2 Dec Worcester Victorian Nikon Photo Contest closes 31 January
Christmas Fayre including the Greyfriars at 2019.

17-18 November Winter Fayre at Hanbury Christmas
Ocean

Hall

art

competition.

Closes

30

November 2018. Fees.
18 Nov Bewdley Riverside Market
Bird POTY 2019 closes 30 November 2018.
Paid entry.

18 Nov Ramble to Rushock WWT

Smithsonian 2018 ends Nov 30 2018. 6
categories including mobile phone.
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Maddy Pennock LRPS

Another
lovely
set
from Maddy
at Spetchley.
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Spetchley images by Jennie Sanerkin
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Angie Hill
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Clive Haynes FRPS
Spetchley trees
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Malcolm Haynes

Spetchley House and church.
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